
MARKETING THE UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE

Even though the focus of the collection will have to be based on iconic moments of the UEFA Champions League and
UEFA Europa League, there will be the.

Just ask Qatar Airways, which is currently getting the most associated mentions with the Champions League
courtesy of their multi-faceted campaign. Uefa has worked with the likes of Heineken , Nissan and Pepsi. The
16 top ranked teams spread across the biggest domestic leagues qualified directly for the tournament group
stage. For this stage, the winning team from one group plays against the runners-up from another group, and
teams from the same association may not be drawn against each other. This is to ensure that the brand remains
relevant and engaging for fans, enabling interaction as technology and content platforms develop. After all, no
one else calls it soccer. The statement added that UEFA revisits its competition brand identity every three
years, in sync with the commercial cycle of broadcast and sponsorship rights. A Lack of Local Competition
While events like the Superbowl and NBA Playoffs serve as phenomenal marketing platforms for advertisers
and brands looking to reach large audiences, those advertising and sponsorship opportunities also come with a
hefty price tag. Proposals are invited from suitably qualified suppliers, ideally with experience working with
sports organisations, in relation to creating UCL branded products for the above mentioned category. That was
the start of working together and showed us how F2 could cover the Monaco draw from a different perspective
and how they could connect with a different audience and we felt like we could work well together. Epstein
explained that on Facebook, the content that works is that which entices fan discussions, like the UCL Fantasy
Football â€” Team of the Week, which reached 10 million fans and received almost K engagements from
reactions, comments and shares. We are going down the funnel. The winning team and the runners-up from
each group then progress to the next round. Plenty of Inspiration All that international competition does have
an upside: When adopting major global soccer events, plenty of corporations have gone before, which makes
it much easier to research what tactics are effective and which have been duds. TEAM is responsible, on
behalf of UEFA, for overseeing the bidding process with regards to their respective competitions, and will be
the point of contact for all bidders in relation to all requests for further information, comments, questions and
submissions, and in relation to any subsequent contractual negotiations. Seeding is used whilst making the
draw for this stage, whilst teams from the same nation may not be drawn into groups together. We should be
pushed and I want to be pushed and that is why we are looking at the different touch points because at the
moment sponsorship has become a lot about data and realizing that viewership and awareness is good but that
they need something more. Prospective bidders may, however, also submit offers for one or more of the 12
host countries. This ambition has seen it look to new platforms and territories to deliver more value for
premium sponsors aligning their brands to the various competitions it now hosts, not least the Champions
League and the European Championship. Uefa marketing chief on how to be a winner for brands as well as
football fans Video By Danielle Gibson March pm Uefa marketing chief on how to be a winner for brands as
well as football fans Grabbing the attention of millennials can be a demanding task when it comes to capturing
the eyes of football fans on social media, especially when trying to balance the needs and demands of the fans
with that of brand sponsors, says Guy-Laurent Epstein, marketing director of Uefa Events S. In terms of global
audience reach, soccer sponsorships are highly coveted opportunities for companies in every part of the world.
Sometimes I think that some brands pay us so much and do so little with the opportunity. The opening match
will be hosted in Rome. Thursday 24 January  What can we do? Social media accounts serve as engagement
channels and commercial platforms, a way for the football clubs and footballers to have a two-way
conversation with the fans and build a kinship between them. In order to receive further information about the
licensing and online retail rights available, interested parties must send an email no later than 15 of February
to licensing caa Of course, this also comes with its own challenges.


